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Haynes manuals are written specifically for the do-it-yourselfer, yet are complete enough to be used

by professional mechanics. Since 1960 Haynes has produced manuals written from hands-on

experience based on a vehicle teardown with hundreds of photos and illustrations, making Haynes

the world leader in automotive repair information.
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Haynes offers the best coverage for cars, trucks, vans, SUVs and motorcycles on the market today.

Each manual contains easy to follow step-by-step instructions linked to hundreds of photographs

and illustrations. Included in every manual: troubleshooting section to help identify specific

problems; tips that give valuable short cuts to make the job easier and eliminate the need for special

tools; notes, cautions and warnings for the home mechanic; color spark plug diagnosis and an easy

to use index.

As vehicles have become more complicated, they've also become more difficult for the Sunday

mechanic to work on. The Haynes/Chilton (same books now) manuals reflect this fact. They walk

you through the physical stuff, but the electronic and computer elements.. they're really not well

addressed anymore.Still, this is a good book to have in your truck... just in case. Don't buy the more

expensive Chilton's manual. Chilton and Haynes are now the same thing, and you'll just be buying a



more expensive copy of this book.. for no real reason.

Not that helpful, not very descriptive on many procedures. Many of the black and white photos are

extremely fuzzy and unclear. The most helpful parts are engine rebuild and the exploded view

diagrams come in handy for identifying parts.

One of the best investments you'll ever make in your vehicle!This book has paid for itself a thousand

times over. All the instructions are clearly noted so even someone who knows almost nothing about

cars could follow the instructions. The book is full of pictures that really help the process as well. My

favorite part about the book is the "Troubleshooting" section where it gives almost any problem you

could come across while driving the car. It tells you the main half-dozen reasons why it might be

occurring, and details how to fix them. The book also has a specifications section with torque

values, engine capacities, etc... Really a great book for anyone that wants to fix their car

themselves.

Luckily I haven't had the need to become intimately acquainted with this manual from cover to

cover. But it did give me the info I was looking for. (Normal battery drain with everything shut off

should be less than 50ma.)

Have done a few minor repairs and replaced my suspension components prior to owning this

manual because my model year was not available at the time.Haynes manuals are always great

very detailed and have had one for every other car I have owned. Very helpful for any DIY'r.

Includes instruction for any and all auto repair and replacement jobs you could think of. However in

addition to this manual take time to research procedures in online forums such

asTundrasolutions.com amazing Ifo there as well. Nice to have the manual and some pics at your fi

gertils during a job though.

Like these repair manuals. They cover most of the repairs a person would need to make. They don't

cover everything. So if you are used to the old school Motor's Manuals, you will be disappointed.

But if you like to tinker on the weekends, these Haynes manuals are for you! I might add from whom

ever I purchased mine from, it arrived with a cut cover so beware of sellers.

Extremely "generic" or basic- NOT like they used to be. If you want the full service manual, pony up



the $ and buy the factory service manuals. This is almost too basic to be useful for anything other

than the absolute basic do-it-yourself-er.

good book for self maintenance chores
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